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About This Game

Orb Flo is a puzzle game comprised of a set of prisms and receptacles. A puzzle is considered solved whenever the orbs flow
through all receptacles. Flow can be altered by toggling a prism on or off.

The game has three different modes: practice, time-trial, and endurance. In time-trial mode, you are ranked based on how
quickly you solve ten puzzles. In endurance mode, you are ranked by how many puzzles you can solve using a set number of

lives. A life is deducted if you use up too many moves to solve a puzzle.
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Title: Orb Flo
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Parrott Studios
Publisher:
Parrott Studios
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+, 3.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVIDIA GeForce GTX 260, 512 MB or ATI Radeon HD 5670, 512 MB (Does not support Intel Integrated Graphics
Cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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Horrible puzzle game with bad controls. Game Graphics are decent and sound is kinda good but nothing special. Before you
start playing game you can choose between Kid or Logic mode, If you choose other mode (the one You didn't start), game levels
will reset and after You return to previous mode you need to start again all over again. I'm not recommending this game because
it's horrible with bad controls. Do not buy this game full price, either you buy it on sale or with -90% coupon to expand your
library.

Rating: 3\/10. It's a good game.

Others have said it better than me before; I just wanted to give the developers the positive review they deserve.. It is cancer xd.
Where do I begin with this?
1. The graphics are horrendous and look like 90's CGI. I bought this in 2016 and the graphics are easily beaten by every other
card game here on Steam.
2. The price is way too high as I payed $4.99 for it on sale and it was way too much. If this were .99 then I wouldn't be writing
this but due to the fact they have the nerve to charge $9.99 for this is unreal
3. The game is a lazy port of the mobile game. Spinning the crystal is proof in that of itself
4. The game is buggy and gives no real understanding of the game as they would rather flashback to the 2 characters staring at
each other and grunting during the battle.

The only positive I have for this is the fact that they tried to make something new instead of being a Hearthstone or MTG clone.
Good on you guys for that!

If you all can fix those 4 things than I will remove my negative review and make it positive. game was fun but i got my
achivement but its doesnt show up in my profile as a perfect game RIP OFF!. Is this a good game? Don't know. Crashes during
the tutorial.
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In its present state, playing the game with the Rift, I found several issues that prevent me from recommending it at the moment.
1. Navigation in the menues sometimes was buggy. Death sequences also trigger a load screen as if the game crashed.
2. In the Rift, the game looks greyish instead of black.
3. Locomotion feels very artificial and I also wished that you could turn by looking around (\u00e0 la Dreadhalls).
4. The halls looks empty and repetitive (by design, I guess), interaction with the environment is very limited.
5. Ambient music was good, but the sounds were not rich.

The developper mentionned updates and I will certainly return to the game to see them.. This is a little bit of a mixed review as
there is a lot to love about the game and a few things that could have been implimented better. First up the story is a little
confusing in places and the save system could have been better. Gameplay I finished in about 15 hours so for me is somewhat
disappointing as I wanted it to go on. There isnt also much depth to the game sadly either. On the big plus side the story is where
the game shines and the characters are really well done and feel like you can connect to them. I often found myself laughing or
smiling at things and the game really does well at drawing you into the characters. I do wish there had been more choices though
and too few oppertunities to influence that. The controls are easy and simple to use although I do wish for an ingame pause and
the lack of options like sound or screen res isnt a big issue but should have been implimented.

Like I said a mixed review but on sale def get it. I only wish it had been longer and hope for a sequel but sadly I cant see that
happening.. Yup, Warcraft III's Warlock gameplay is here! A little more "hero" oriented, but still!

With simple graphics, I think even low end\/old PCs can play the game without a problem. But the game problem is his low
community while in Early Access, which is sad for such a gameplay worth trying, at least. ^^. Random attachments you
probably wont use or that aren't any good but you'll buy anyway just to see if your missing out on something or because you
need a boost when you first start. Not to mention you will literally throw these out to make space for better guns meaning you'll
be spending money on something you literally do not want or need and will never get back.. Alright, so this is less a 'game' and
more of a choose your own adventure type visual novel. The only thing remotely 'game' like I did was in Chapter 4 as the priest
character, there's one scene where you can get into the ONE fight programmed into the game that has actual controls.

However, what it lacks in gameplay it more than makes up for in plot. I would not recommend this game to the people who like
action RPGs or people who play Halo and Counterstrike, ha ha. This is strictly made for people who like to read an immerse
themselves into the plot of a story.

The music is incredible and fits the scenarios very well. My one gripe with this game is your choices affect how the character
you happen to be playing at any given time is perceived... but it does not really affect the plot overall. Hell, even if you murder
the evil snake hating priest guy, the story ends up exactly the same. There are no different endings, only different ways to
complete each chapter. So in the end, while your choices affect the CHAPTER you're in, they do not affect the overall plot of
the entire game. That should have been better written. I still enjoyed the story and the entire 7 hours I put into it... but I cannot
see myself playing this again.

20 dollars is too much for what is not actually a game. And it only took me 4 playthroughs to get all 52 achievements.
There is much to read and rich characters some with more development than others, but not any gameplay. Wait until it goes on
sale or you have a coupon to check it out. I still recommend it, though!
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